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Privacy-aware cameras: automating the removal of accidental passers from unintentional cameras

Abstract

Digital cameras have become one of the most widely used gadgets in our everyday lives to capture and share moments of day-to-day experiences, anytime, anywhere. However, this ubiquity of cameras also raises serious social privacy concerns for many people who wish to retain their privacy and secrecy. In this project, we propose the privacy-aware cameras to address one aspect of this privacy concern – in the use of digital cameras in public spaces where camera snapshots may unintentionally catch co-located and walk-by passers. By tracking the whereabouts of passers in the proximity of a camera, our cameras can help to filter them out. We have prototyped this privacy-aware camera and performed live experiments. Experimental results have shown that it works well given a small number of passers.

I. Background

Digital cameras have become one of the most widely used gadgets in our everyday lives to capture and share moments of our day-to-day experiences, anytime, anywhere. Given the small form factor and low hardware cost, digital cameras have become popular additions in most of the mobile phones sold nowadays. Some new mobile phones even have dual cameras – one camera facing the front and the other one facing the back. Based on reports from IDC [6], camera phones have made up more than half of all mobile phones sold in Europe and Japan in 2004. In the U.S., camera phones are expected to reach past the 50% mark at the end of 2005. A parallel but complementary development is in the high storage (1+ gigabyte) of flash memory cards that can be plugged into these camera phones to store almost unlimited number of high quality pictures. Together, they enable a new freedom of digital photography to snap pictures at every mindful or sometimes mindless moment. However, this new freedom of digital photography also raises serious social privacy concerns for many people who wish to retain their privacy and secrecy. People are now living in public spaces full of such privacy-intrusive digital cameras and camera users.

In this project, we propose a technical solution to address one aspect of this privacy concern – in the use of digital cameras in public spaces where camera snapshots may unintentionally catch co-located and walk-by passers who strongly object to any parts of them being captured in other people’s pictures. Note that our solution is targeting for unintentional capture, not intentional capture [1]. Unintentional capture means that the picture takers have no intention of capturing these passers in pictures. As a matter of fact, the picture takers may consider these accidental passers as undesirable background noises or unwanted intrusion adversely affecting the picture quality.

Our proposed solution is called the privacy-aware cameras. Cameras are enhanced to become (location) aware of the presences of privacy-concerning passers in the surrounding environments. Given this awareness, whenever a picture is taken, the privacy-aware camera can protect the passers’ privacy by automatically removing the parts of the pictures that show the passers. Although this idea seems sensible for the passers, it raises a practical question for the camera owners – what is the incentive for the picture takers to buy cameras that help protect only the privacy of passers? Worse, the removal of passers from the pictures can leave odd-looking blank hole(s), which can further degrade the quality of the pictures. To address this incentive question, we must find an attractive benefit for the picture takers. Our solution must ensure that the removals of the passers are clean and invisible, as if the picture is taken without the passers physically being there. With this benefit, the picture takers can enjoy the freedom in taking pictures at any time without having to worry about passers, considered as undesirable background noises, showing up in their pictures. This benefit can be illustrated in Figure 1. To provide this clean and invisible passer removal, we incorporate a pictorial composition technique called photomontage [7] that combines additional picture(s) taken shortly after (refer to these additional pictures as “background frames”), to seamlessly and realistically repair the missing background left by the removed passers.
To provide privacy-awareness and seamless passers’ removal, we have integrated (1) a vision tracking system, (2) a localization system, and (3) an image processing (photomontage) system into our privacy-aware camera. First, the vision tracking system is used to track the presence of people and mark their pixel areas within the camera view. Second, the localization system is invoked to label people within camera view as either passer(s) or target(s). Third, the image processing system applies the photomontage technique to seamlessly repair the passers’ pixel areas in the original picture, using realistic backgrounds taken at a later time (called the background frames) where the passers have moved away from these background pixel areas. The result is that (1) the passers are protected from unintentional capture by having the parts of their images removed from the camera pictures, and (2) the picture-takers can capture high quality pictures that are free from these passers’ intrusions into their pictures. This is a win-win scenario for both the passers and picture-takers who sometimes must peacefully share the same public spaces at the same time.

Our privacy-aware cameras differ significantly from previous work in privacy protection for cameras. In general, the previous work can be categorized into the following three general categories: (1) adding noises to pictures such that identifiable parts of the passers, such their faces, are blurred [4][5], (2) damaging pictures such that passers cannot be recognized, e.g., by shining a light beam on the camera lens at the time of picture shooting [1] [9], and (3) disabling cameras when passers are in proximity [2][3][8]. Although the first and third approaches – damaging pictures and disabling cameras, can help to protect the passers’ rights, this protection for the passers is provided at the cost of the picture-takers’ capture right in the public spaces. The second approach – blurring the part of the pictures containing the passers, is similar to the first and second approaches in that it degrades the quality of the pictures in order to protect the passers’ privacy. In comparison, our approach takes a different view by considering these passers as unwanted noises in the pictures and then filtering these noises out for the picture-takers. Our noise-removal concept is the opposite of the noise-insertion concept used in the previous approaches. The advantage in the noise-removal approach is that the privacy of passers can be protected without sacrificing the quality of pictures captured by the picture-takers. The reminder of this project report is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 specifies our design goals and assumptions. Section 4 presents our design and implementation of the privacy-aware camera. Section 5 shows our experimental setup, experimental results, and limitations of our current prototype. Section 6 draws our conclusion and future work.

II. Related Work

Many technical solutions have been proposed to prevent or react to undesired camera capture. These works can be categorized into three general approaches: (1) adding noise to pictures, (2) damaging pictures such that passers cannot be recognized, and (3) disabling cameras when unwilling passers are in proximity.

Some approaches focus on how to destroy camera by emitting light beam on the lens of camera. For example, solutions, such as Georgia tech’s capture-resistant environment [1], leverage the light beam to destroy any possible picture when a CCD retro-reflection is detected by the camera in the environment. A solution called “Eagle Eye” [9] integrates the flashlight unit and a light sensor into a small wearable unit. When a flash-light is detected by the light sensor, the wearable unit automatically emits light beam to destroy the pictures.

Other approaches are to add noises to pictures so that identifiable parts of passers, such their faces, are blurred or masked. For example, Home Media Space [4] uses the blurred based mechanism and rotation of camera to protect the privacy of users in home space. IBM also presents a project called privacy camera [5] that every person will be automatically masked in the view of surveillance camera.

The third approach is to disable camera when unwilling passers are in proximity. A proposal called Safe Haven [3] would transmit signals to all camera phones in a particular area to disable their recording features. The Cloak system [8] addresses privacy concerns by having users carry a “privacy enabling device” (PED), which informs the environment that the cameras should be sanitized after the capture.

III. Design Goal and Assumptions

Although the ultimate design objective is to create an automated passer removal system that can achieve both high accuracy and precision while operating in restriction-free public spaces with minimum hardware cost to passers and picture-takers, this is believed to be a grand challenge requiring extensive future research efforts.
We acknowledge this fact, and consider our privacy-aware cameras as an early effort to address this problem. Since our work is yet a perfect solution, we would like to state our assumptions.

- We assume that an existing localization infrastructure is installed in the public space to locate passers and cameras. There are a variety of choices for indoor and outdoor localizations such as GPS, WiFi, Zigbee, cellular network, ultrasound, RFID, etc. Most of these localization systems require each passer, target, and picture-taker to wear or carry a mobile unit. We argue that this assumption is realistic, considering that this mobile unit can be incorporated into a mobile phone, which is carried by most of people nowadays.
- In addition to carrying this mobile unit, each passer and target sets his/her capture preference, as to which cameras are allowed to capture his/her image. This capture preference is specified by each user on his/her mobile unit. By default, the capture preference will answer to no-capture to all unknown cameras.
- The privacy-aware camera (camera phone) is embedded with sufficient processing and memory capabilities to run low-resolution vision tracking algorithm in real-time and image processing algorithm (photomontage) in non-real time.

IV. Design and Implementation

The design of our privacy-aware camera is shown in Fig. 2. Its design consists of the following three phases: vision processing phase, localization phase, and image processing phase. A general overview of these phases is described using the following example: Joe, a picture-taker, is taking a picture while Jane, an accidental passer, walks into the picture. In the first phase, when Joe clicks on the snapshot button on his camera, vision processing system is invoked to track the position of Jane and mark her pixel areas within the camera view at the time of picture-capture. At the same time, Joe’s camera broadcasts a message to Jane (and any all nearby persons), asking for her locations and capture permission. In the second phase, Jane’s mobile unit responds to Joe’s camera about her location with a masked identify, e.g., “a passer at location <x,y> does not wish to be captured by your camera”. Joe’s camera can then correctly label Jane’s pixel area within camera view as a passer, by combining Jane’s location (at the horizontal plane) relative to the camera and Jane’s position (at the vertical plane) within the camera view.

In the third phase, the camera automatically takes a background frame when Jane walks outside of her pixel region. Then, the camera runs the image processing system, photomontage, to seamlessly repair the Jane’s pixel area in the original picture, using realistic backgrounds from the background frames. The result is that (1) Jane, the passer, is happy because she is protected from unintentional capture, and (2) Joe, the picture-takers, is also happy because his picture is free from Jane’s intrusions. More details about the three phases are elaborated as follows.

![Fig 2. The design of privacy-aware camera](image)

**Vision processing phase**

The first phase is the vision processing phase. This phase is started when the picture taker is clicking on the camera’s snapshot button. Two tasks are performed during this phase: (1) tracking the positions of passers & target in the picture’s vertical plane, and (2) inferring the relative angles between all passers and the camera in the horizontal plane. The relative angles are needed in the next localization phase to correctly label passers in the picture for removal.

To track the positions of passers (and/or target) in the camera view, we combine two vision algorithms: motion factor and human detection. The motion factor facilitates the tracking of moving passers/targets continuously; whereas the human detection enables the tracking of stationary passers/target in the camera. We use the Intel’s OpenCV software package [12], which contains library for both motion factor tracking and human detection.

Given the positions of passers and target in the camera vertical view, we can calculate the relative angles between passers/targets and the camera on the horizontal plane. The angels can be computed as follows. For each camera, we calibrate a linear mapping function from a passer’s pixel count (to the picture’s middle line on the vertical plane) to his/her camera angle (on the horizontal plane). This mapping function can be illustrated in Fig 3. \( \theta \) is the angle between the camera and the passer.
on the horizontal plane. $AB$ is the distance from the middle line to the position of a passer in the picture. $BE$ is the pixel count distance from the lens to the middle of camera view. Since $AB$ is orthogonal to $BE$, we can compute $a$ as $\tan^{-1}(AB/BE)$. Because $a$ and $\theta$ are the pair of opposite vertical angle, we can infer the relative angle $\theta$ between the passer and the camera, which is equaled to $\alpha$.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig 3.** The formation of picture

**Localization phase**

The localization phase is invoked when the camera broadcasts a request for passers’ / target’s locations (on the horizontal plane) as well as their capture permission. Upon receiving their anonymous location information, the camera tries to correctly label the positions of passers and targets on the source picture. Since our test bed is an indoor environment (e.g., a museum), we deploy the Cricket ultrasonic location system. The Cricket ultrasonic system is setup as follows. A grid of ultrasonic listeners is installed on the ceiling, and these listeners periodically check the ultrasonic signals transmitted from the beacons carried by passers, targets, and picture-takers. By applying the triangulation method, <$x,y>$ coordinates of passers, targets, and picture-takers can be calculated.

In order to correctly label the positions of passers and targets in the picture, it requires determining the global orientation of the camera view. Although the global orientation can be obtained directly from a magnetic-based orientation sensor, we have found that market-available orientation sensors are either too expensive, too bulky, or not accurate enough. As a result, we have come up with a software algorithm to compute the camera orientation.

The idea behind the camera orientation algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. The correct camera orientation can be found by searching for an orientation angle such that the passers’/targets’ relative angles to the camera match their locations on the horizontal plane.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig 4.** The Camera Orientation Algorithm. This is the map of location system. Person 1, Person 2, and Person 3 are located in the map. The upper fan consists of $I_1$ and $I_2$ represents the information gotten from the vision phase. The camera orientation can be found by searched for an orientation angle $\alpha$ such that the passers’/targets’ relative angles to the camera match their location on the horizontal plane.

Although the camera orientation algorithm can calculate the angle of the camera orientation, we find several problems that will result in error calculation. Because the inference of orientation is based on the computer vision, the overlapping people will be identified as one person in image. In addition, the error of location system will also result in the calculation error. The other problem is that if there is more than one matching in the map, we can not identify which orientation is correct. In other words, the However, if we add some more information, such as moving or static of people, we can reduce the possibility of matching error.

Passer labeling is to label passer in the image. After getting “not allow to be captured” information from the passer, we can label the passer in the map of location system. Based on the labeled map information and the camera orientation, we can identify the target and passer in the view of camera. Then we can infer the possible passers’ pixel area in the picture by the relative angle information which is illustrated in Section 4.2.

**Image processing phase**

The image processing phase consists of three tasks: background capture, segmentation, and composition. The goal of the background capture task is to get the least possible background frames to fill the backgrounds of passers in the picture. After the location phase, the composite task in the privacy-aware camera automatically captures background frames. As the frames are continuously retrieved, (the pixel region of passer is identified by the vision processing phase), the
privacy-aware camera checks whether the retrieved frames cover all backgrounds left by the passers. Then, the algorithm ends and returns all possible frames for the composition task.

The goal of the segmentation task is to retrieve the part of the passers in the picture. The segmentation task will automatically identify the contour of the passers in the picture and select the similar color pixels from the pixel region of passers. Then the pixel region of the passers is selected from the picture. Finally, the pixel regions of the passers will be removed from the picture. Then, the composite task is performed to fill the pixel regions of the passers by overlapping the background frames captured previously. Finally, to make the overlapping seamless, the edge around the passers’ holes is smoothed by using pixel values around the holes.

**Implementation**

The prototype implementation of the camera is shown in Fig. 5. The Cricket mobile unit [13] for tracking the locations of the passers, targets, and the picture-takers are shown in Fig. 6. For software, we have used Intel OpenCV [12] vision package for human motion tracking, Adaboost [14] for human detection, and Photomontage [7] for clean and seamless passers’ removal.

![Fig 5 The Camera consist of a Palmtop PC and a Logitech Webcam](image)

![Fig 6 The cricket mote](image)

V. **Experimental setup, results, and prototype limitations**

We have conducted several live experiments to evaluate the privacy-aware camera prototype. We define the following performance metrics for evaluation in the experiments:

- **Capture delay** measures the time duration between the time the source picture is captured and the time all overlay frames are captured;
- **Human detection success rate** measures the percentage of all pictures from which the vision tracking phase correctly recognizes all the humans who come within the camera view;
- **Label success rate** tracks the percentage of all pictures from which the localization phase correctly labels all passer(s) and target(s) who come within the camera view;
- **Removal success rate** tracks the percentage of all pictures from which the image processing phase correctly applies photomontage to remove all passers who come within the camera view.

These performance metrics can be affected by a number of factors, such as the number of passers/target in proximity of the camera, the passers’ walking speed, the accuracy of the vision tracking algorithm, and the accuracy of our indoor localization system. In the experiments, we choose to analyze only the first factor and its effect on the evaluation metrics. This is done by varying the number of nearby passers within & outside the camera view. As for other factors, the passers’ walking speed is set to be random human walking speed. The vision tracking algorithm and the localization system are fixed as described in the previous section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Capture delay (seconds)</th>
<th>Human detection success rate</th>
<th>Label success rate</th>
<th>Passer removal success rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITIP0O</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITIP1O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT2P0O</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT1P2O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT2P1O</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT3P0O</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Show the results of the live experiments. The experiments evaluate 4 performance metrics: delay, human detection success rate, label success rate, and passer removal success rate. The experiments vary the number of nearby passers within & outside the camera view: T is the number of target, P is the number of passers within the camera view, and O is the number of passers who are outside the camera view.

The experiments consist of six scenarios shown in Table 1. For each scenario, we vary the number of nearby passers within & outside the camera view: T (target) is the number of target person (s) within the camera view and should not be removed; P (inside passers) is the number of passers within the camera view.
view and should be removed; and O (outside passers) tracks the number of passers outside the camera view. In each scenario, after 50 pictures are taken, we observe and measure the four performance metrics shown in Table 1.

The experimental results show that under small number of passers (e.g., one passer), the capture delay is short (1.7 seconds) and passers’ removal success rate is high (89%). However, as the number of passers increases, both the capture delay increases and passers’ removal success rate decreases. The reason can be explained as follows. As more passers enter the camera view, the capture delay becomes the time when the slowest passer moves outside of its background area. The cause for the drops in the three success rates can be attributed to several factors. First of all, the human detection fails more frequently given a higher probability of multiple passers overlapping within the same picture area. Since the human detection (the 1st phase) provides inputs to the passer label (the 2nd phase), which further provides inputs to the passer removal (the 3rd phase), there is a chain effect of error.

We have also identified two limitations in our current prototype implementation. The first limitation is that we cannot remove passers who are stationary. This is due to the photomontage that needs to acquire the true background pixel areas occupied by the passers in the picture, and these background pixel areas can be obtained only if the passers move outside of their current background pixel regions. There are several possible solutions to address this limitation. The first possible solution is to alarm the passers, e.g., through a flashing light on their badge, asking them to move a bit in order to avoid unintentional capture. The second possible solution is to apply inpainting techniques [10][11] that can infer what the passers’ backgrounds would look like from their nearby pixels.

The second limitation is shaking cameras. Excessive amount of camera shaking will also causes seamful or visible overlay in photomontage areas of pictures, because the passers’ background areas may have changed between the original pictures and the later background pictures.

VI. Conclusion and future work

This project report describes the design, implementation and evaluation of our privacy-aware camera. The privacy-aware camera provides a technical solution to support (1) privacy protection for the passers from unintentional capture and (2) better picture quality for picture-takers free from intrusions of co-located passers. The unique aspect of this approach is that can accommodate both the rights of passers and picture takers who are sharing the same public spaces. The associated cost is additional hardware & software carried by the passers and picture-takers, and installed on the cameras. Through live experiments, we have shown that under small number of passers (i.e., one passer), our privacy-aware cameras can correctly remove passers at a high success rate (89%).
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